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Italy as a country might still be reeling under the
shock of the austerity program recently imposed
by Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Mario
Monti but in the super yacht sector, matters are
more lively than in industry elsewhere.
by Frances and Michael Howorth

W

With newspapers full of austerity measures
that are affecting the day to day life in Italy
it maybe understandable to think that in the
shipyards of Italy business is in the doldrums.
The fact is however that despite the doom
and gloom that pervades industry elsewhere
in the boot shaped country the superyacht
yards business is booming. Like everything
that remark has to be qualified because only
a fool would report that the boom times last
seen in 2007-8 have returned. They have
not and many in industry believe it never
will with a smaller number openly hoping
that it never will!
Italy has always been the country with the
largest number of superyachts built year on
year. The statistic revolves around the high
numbers of production yachts in excess of

24 metres produced each year. It is in that
market that the biggest changes have been
seen. Top producer the Ferretti Group has
changed hands with a Chinese industrial
group now holding the purse strings and
while many point to that event as being badly
significant many more view the change more
positively commenting that savvy people do
not generally invest in companies whose
future is less than certain.
Marcello Maggi the President of Sales and
Marketing at ISA in Ancona said, “We cannot
complain we are doing well in difficult times
with four big yachts in build. Over the past
few years we have worked hard to develop
our new models and it has paid off. We have
two of our Gran Tourismo yachts building
now for delivery in 2014.”
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He adds, “One is a 43 metre yacht the other a 66 metre
version. Our 41 metre Classic Line will be delivered next
year and a 54 metre Custom built yacht will be completed
and delivered the year after that. For us refit work is a
seasonal activity but one that is growing in importance
to us. Year on year we see more tonnage returning to us
or coming for the first time. Last year we saw 7 major
projects and hope to see more this year.”
Cantieri Navali Codecasa is based in Viareggio, Tuscany.
Started in 1825 they are builders of steel and aluminium
motor yachts from the 35m up to 80m of LOA. With two
of their three shipyards dedicated to new constructions
the third is specialised on maintenance and refitting but
mostly on building all weather life boats, used rescue at
sea by naval units, Harbour Authorities and the country’s
Coast Guard service.

Innovations
Speaking on behalf of the shipyard, Raffaella Bartali told
On Board “Our success all over the world is the result
of our particular and strong commitment in realising the
client’s requests and the careful attention to the latest
technologic innovations.
“We are able to guarantee to
our international customers
a good product, mostly
customised through all stages
of construction, with a result
of quality, trust and reliability.”
She added, “We have built
super yachts for very important
people such as Leonardo Del
Vecchio, Stefano Gabbana,
Giorgio Armani and for many
other famous international
owners who have come to us two and three times to
order bigger boats.”
“Necessarily building from scratch takes about 2 years
depending on the size of the yacht. For this reason, we
are able to build up to 4 boats per year.”
“Even during the crisis of last winter production here
never stopped, and our current building plans foresee
two launches for next Spring: the first, hull F75, is
the second in the Codecasa 42 Vintage Series and the
other, hull C120, is the first Codecasa 50 Open Series.
In addition to that, other new projects are currently
under discussion.”
The Perini Navi Group continues to go from strength to
strength building ever larger motor sailing yachts. The
privately owned company has recently expanded to take
in the Picchiotti Shipyard where its new line of Vitruvius
motor yachts is built. Three 60 plus metre motor sailers
are under construction along with a 73 metre motor yacht.
Likewise, Benetti Yachts continues to flourish having just
posted an Azimut Benetti Group turnover in excess of
730 million for the last year.

Company CEO, Vincenzo Poerio, said, “We are expecting a small
decreasing in traffic to our stand at this year’s Monaco
Yacht Show but we confidently expect that footfall to be
far more qualified than in previous years. We are also
expecting to maximise and capitalise on all the hard
work put in by our team at Benetti and Azimut Grande in
preparing for this year’s show season. We are excited
about our forthcoming press conference that will take
place in Monaco on September 19th at 6:00pm when we
will release some exciting news concerning the future of
Benetti design.

Back on track
For us the super-yachts market is back on track although
caution will become the by word and will continue in the
next few years. Quality has been, is and will be the main
factor behind our continuing success he told On Board.
He continued, “Maybe the recession has been good for
the industry. There is now no longer lack of: competence,
know-how, or innovation process. The industry has become
more efficient, stronger and in our case the truly global
dealers/brokers’ network that we have offer world class
service before, during and after purchase. That has helped
cement our reputation and
branding capabilities. Following
the crisis there is no space
for shipyards without a vision
and a clear brand and product
positioning ability. Here at the
Azimut Benetti Group we have
known this for more than forty
years and continue to reinvest
in R&D, new products, new
technologies and the best
of talents worldwide. This is
the number one priority for
us. But our product’s quality will not be sufficient to keep
us ahead of the competition. Build quality is somehow just
the cost of entry into the marketplace. Service quality
will play an even bigger strategic role in our success.
Shipyard brands like ours have to offer after sales, refit
and repair, warranties, crew management, charter and
financial services must be strengthened and proactively
delivered in order to enhance customers’ experience
and increase brand loyalty. Of course not only at owner
level but also we must take into consideration other
stakeholders that include captains, crews, surveyors,
owner representatives and managers.

Italy has always been the
country with the largest
number of superyachts built
year on year.

Full order books
Refits are an important sector in the flourishing Italian
superyacht shipyard industry. Repair yards belonging
to Amico, Arredamenti Porto and Lusben all report a
full order book and while none of them are turning work
away there seems enough work to go round for all of
them to be kept busy. The motor yacht Elysium (ex Alfa,
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Quality
through focus
AKD typically takes an energetic approach. Our people go
the extra mile, not only providing top quality legal services
but also investing significantly in knowledge-sharing with
clients and prospects. Using state-of-the-art technology
we make sure that clients always have direct access to our
specialists, any time, anywhere.
Find
more information on AKD1 on01/08/12
our website,
www.akd.nl
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While Shipyards
depend on owners
for work, owners
depend upon
designers to help
them attain
the dream

Midlandia, Quantum of Solas) has recently sold and
entered the shipyard for major refitting at Lusben. Work
coordinated and managed by Cristiano Gatto as owner
representative includes major work to her interior and
exterior. After his first visit the owner and everyone else
involved in the project express satisfaction with the way
things are progressing.
While Shipyards depend on owners for work, owners
depend upon designers to help them attain the dream.
Here again in Italy there seems to be no shortage of
work. Lazzarini Pickering Architetti, Nuvolari Lenard and
Scaro Design are all reportedly busy.

Custom lines
Bernardo Zuccon graduated with honours from “Valle Giulia”
Faculty of Architecture at “La Sapienza” University in
Rome, and has since 2007 worked for Zuccon International
Project, the architectural practice in Rome which his
parents founded in the ‘70s. In parallel to his work as
an architect, since 2006 Zuccon has served as teaching
assistant in the architectural design programme at “Valle
Giulia” Faculty of Architecture in Rome.
Founded in Rome by architect Gianni Zuccon and his

wife Paola Galeazzi, Zuccon International Project is an
architecture and industrial design studio which has made
its multi-disciplinary nature its key strong point, active
in a number of areas including yacht design. The studio
set up a new division early in 2011, dedicated primarily
to research and development work in the design of
large yachts (over 40 metres). In this multi-disciplinary
context Bernardo Zuccon oversees all the stages in
design of each individual project, from initial definition
of the project concept to implementation, working in all
the areas of design with which the studio is concerned,
with a preference for yacht design. Recent projects
he has worked on include exterior layout and interior
compartmentalisation of a 74 metre superyacht under
construction at the CRN shipyards in Ancona, the CRN
52 m Classic and the Dislopen line (46m, 52m and
62m) presented in the summer of 2011, introducing a
revolutionary concept of displacement superyacht styling.
He oversees Custom Lines for the Ferretti Group and
new projects commissioned by the Apreamare shipyard.
Italy’s financial constraints may well be hurting the
country’s industrial markets but when it comes to super
yachting in Italy, it seems the boot is on the other foot.
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